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“We stand now where two roads diverge. But unlike the roads in Robert
Frost’s familiar poem, they are not equally fair. The road we have long
been traveling is deceptively easy, a smooth superhighway on which we
progress with great speed, but at its end lies disaster. The other fork of the
road — the one less traveled by — offers our last, our only chance to reach a
destination that assures the preservation of the earth.”
		
-Rachel Carson, Silent Spring
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01 : THESIS STATEMENT
6:00am, a mid-August morning in 2030: the sun is up, a dew floats above a crop-scape that
kisses the horizon line, seemingly continuing past infinity. Cattle sprinkle a pasture munching
lethargically on grass, flicking their tails at the occasional fly buzzing about. The land stretches
for miles interrupted only by 30’ vertical turbines whooshing softly. Nearby, 4th Street stretching
four and a half miles East to West in the heart of Canyon, TX hums to life. Street lights fade out
and begin to oscillate in rhythm as the daily wind picks up speed. Solar Canopies unfurl, prepared
for the small chance a late afternoon thunderstorm will drift across the plains, if not harvesting
photons from the sun’s rays will suffice for the day. Soil Fences swing readily to knock airborne silt
out of the air, collecting it at its base and diverting wind from bombarding open spaces. Little has
changed since a second Dust Bowl threatened the area in 2019 demanding a response to the energy
generation and water use habits of a generation. Values instilled from Cattle Drives in the 1800s
remain intact, and Canyon steadily carries onward with a quiet resilience from the oldest ranchers
and farmers who nurtured and promoted the infrastructural shift at the time when the city almost
met extinction.
Today, increasingly powerful hurricanes blast coastlines leaving feelings of helplessness and
misunderstanding in their wake. Feelings like these cause communities like Canyon to ignore the
warnings of disasters making their way inland. This is negligence.
Wide open plains surround the city of Canyon. Devastated by the Dust Bowl in the 1930s and
then revitalized through President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s Shelter-belt initiatives, the
Panhandle Plains is a key player in the agricultural economy of Texas. As FDR’s initiatives began
to give way to technological innovations in irrigation during the 60s, farmland and prairies
moved retroactively toward another Dust Bowl. Unknowingly, farmlands became crippled by
new irrigation technologies dependent upon a fast draining Ogallala Aquifer for water. Coal fired
steam generators provide electricity to pump thousands of gallons of water from the Ogallala
to thirsty crops. Coal remains the majority power supply to transmission grids in the Panhandle
Plains. For a town like Canyon, landlocked, dry, flat, and extremely windy, solutions to the
changing climate are needed at a scale that resonates with a community rather than a nation.
This case study redesigns 4th Street, the main avenue of the city that connects fields and farmland
to the town. Devices populate the length, addressing key components of Canyon’s environment:
wind, water and soil. With 4th Street revived, community members can begin to understand the
fragility of their home by interacting and witnessing the energy capabilities of the devices, a step
away from another Dust Bowl looming on the horizon.

fig.1
Tex Randall, Early 1960s
Canyon, Texas
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02 : BACKGROUND

fig.2
Tex Randall, 1989
Canyon, Texas

Daily, 10 million MWh of electricity are transmitted to communities
in the United States, making power production the leading energy market
in the US. Of the national total of 356,743 thousand MWh of electricity
produced in September 2018, Texas led state production accounting
for 41,121 thousand MWh, roughly double of Florida production who
ranked second. Nine different electric retail servicers operate in Texas
under the regulation of the Public Utility Commission. In arguably
the most conservative part of Texas, The Southwestern Public Service
Company generates and relays electricity to customers residing in the
Texas Panhandle as well as parts of New Mexico, Oklahoma, Colorado and
Kansas.
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fig.3
SPS Transmission Territory and Power Plants

HOBBS, NM

1 MW= 750

1,018 MW= 763,500

457 MW= 342,750

824 MW= 618,000

1,067 MW= 800,250

411 MW= 308,250

466 MW= 349,500

173 MW= 129,750
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fig. 4
2016 Republican Vote
Coal piles; Cooling Tower; Exhaust Stack
Harrington Station; Amarillo, Texas
2016 Democratic Vote
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fig. 5
View from Nichols Station of Harrington Station
Nichols Station; Amarillo, Texas

Since 1904, The Southwestern Public Service Company (SPSC)
has relied on steam generators to produce and distribute electricity to
a community of 2,000 residents. Today the steam generator remains
the primary power supplier to transmission grids operated by the SPSC.
Power generation failed to evolve alongside technological advancements,
and societal norms, by simply optimizing existing production methods.
This failure has resulted in a global emissions nightmare and urgency to
decommission the leading fuel of steam turbines, coal. The town of Canyon
consumes about 7 MW of electricity monthly, only .04% of the electricity
generated by the SPSC. For a community that believes in self-sufficiency
and a free market economy, being only a consumer of the SPSC creates
a conflict of interest. This case study models how a micro-grid driven by
micro-generators not only services the electricity needs of Canyon, Texas
through clean initiatives, but also gives way to an innovative approach to
emphasizing energy literacy.
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The Southwestern Public Service Company transmits 4,416
MW of electricity, 40% of which is generated by coal, to Southeastern
Colorado, Southwestern Kansas, Southeastern New Mexico, the
Oklahoma Panhandle, and the Texas Panhandle. Located in Zone 3 of
the SPSC transmission map, Randall county is home to wide open plains
surrounding the city of Canyon, Texas, a quaint and religious community
that consistently lands on the far right of the political spectrum. Amory
B. Lovins, physicist and co-founder of The Rocky Mountain Institute,
offers a “roadmap for navigation the United States’ economy through the
end of the fossil-fuel era”, in his book Reinventing Fire. An entire chapter
illustrates how re-powering the US Power Grid with renewables will
improve security, reliability, resilience, and public health. However, for
a community like Canyon, whose values encompass similarities to that
of homesteading, redesigning the entire US grid is not a priority. In fact,
the shift in energy policy would first harm the community before later
improving it due to the loss of jobs and inexperience with renewables.
This does not mean that towns like Canyon are exempt from the burden
of finding a solution to the energy crisis, instead the solution may be at a
scale that resonates with a community rather than a nation.
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fig.6
Harrington Station Boiler; Amarillo, Texas
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PRECIPITATION (INCHES)
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AMARILLO,TX WIND ROSE
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THESIS PROBE; NOVEMBER 2018
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THESIS PROBE; NOVEMBER 2018
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INITIAL DEVICE IMAGE, WINTERSESSION 2019
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03 : DEVICES
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fig.7
Tex Randall, 2015
Canyon, Texas
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96 kWh/month
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6145
87,785 /year
589,920 kWh/month
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40,110 /year
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2,940 /year
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8,400 /year
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3,385 /year
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4,070 /year
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3,685 /year
24,768 kWh/month
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fig.8
Tex Randall, 2017
Canyon, Texas
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GENERATION

The process of producing electric energy by transforming other forms
of energy; also, the amount of electric energy produced, expressed in
kilowatthours.

GENERATOR

a person or thing that generates something;
a dynamo or similar machine for converting mechanical energy into electricity

TRANSMISSION

An interconnected group of lines and associated equipment for the movement
or transfer of electric energy between points of supply and points at which it is
transformed for delivery to customers or is delivered to other electric systems

SMART GRID

Introduces a two-way interchange where both electricity and information
can be exchanged — in both directions — between the power utilities and the
consumers.

MICRO GRID

Electrical distribution that allows local users more control over the
optimization of power sources and uses

CONSUMPTION

The use of energy as a source of heat or power or as a raw material input to a
manufacturing process.

COMMUNITY
a feeling of fellowship with others, as a result of sharing common attitudes,
interests, and goals.

NUCLEAR FAMILY

refers to a household consisting of a father, a mother and their children all in
one household

INDUSTRY

a particular form or branch of economic or commercial activity
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CANYON- 7MW
5,217 households in Canyon, XCEL Energy states 1MW generates enough
electricity for 750 homes.
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